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in itself, is merely a fact ; good neighbourhood is an

achievemc:nt . Canadians and Americans have, of course,
not always been good neighbours . In the early 19th
century we even had some fighting, the result of which
usualZy depends on which history books you read . For
most of that cEntury, I think it is true to say, Cana-
dians, making up the smaller and weaker society, feared
tY,eir powerful and exuberant neighbour . But tanks to
common sense and decency on both sides, to generosity
and vision by both peoples : good neighbourliness was
achieved long ago, and has been maintained pretty con-

sistently since . It is of first importance to kee p
it that way without forfeiting in any way our right -
and our duty - to maintain and express our Canadian point
of view on issues as they arise .

There are two kinds of good neighbourly relations,
however, an only one should I think, be called eas y

or aatomatic . Take, for example, the situation of two
farmers who, with their families, farm neighbouring
sections . Their relations are excellent, and they are
close friends . Bach minds his own business and respects
the other's . Trey often visit each other, and their
children intermarry . They help each other when the occa-
sion arises, and occasionally cooperate in such things as
building a common fence between two fields . Problems are

few, and easily settled .

3uppose, Ylowever, that these two neighbours decide
that the situation called for common enterprises, such as
developing a joint irrigation system, or setting up a

school . This means that their relations become even closer .

It does not mean a slackenl.nb in their friendship . On the
contrGry, it is precisely because they are friends tha t
such co-oper2tive enterprise3 are possible . But it does
nean that they will have a g eat many new problems on
which they must *+ork out agreements, reconciling separate
interests, compromising, harmonising, and talking things
over to foresee and forestall difficulties or resentments .

It does not necessarily mean rifts . But it does mean
that they must now discuss together frankly agood many
topics on which côcY, could previously afford different
and even divergent views .

P,ow t°i-t t}.FT rre closev, cuch relrtions, far from
being easy and automatic, call for more alert attention?
for greater care and consideration, on both sides . As
the two countries move into new situations, they can less
than ever afford to take each other for granted ; or to
ignore each other's problems and t~t necessity for solving
tt e :n, often in dilferent wGfs . With our own Canadian
Institutions, our otim constitutional, legal, and political
forms, pra,ctices and traditio, s, we sometimes boast in
this coufltry of the fact that we are different from -
distinct i'rom (occnsionally we interpret those words to
mean superior ) our neighbour .

If tlus is so, it is increasingly important for us
to recognize, not only the greater burdens borne by the
United ►~tutes, bat 41so the fact tha~ their governmental
~ .lL cilultis .l E:I14 metiloci lor ùtmling with tr.em is as different

fro,n ours as is, say, that of FrFnce . The very similari-

ties of our ways o: life, rowever, make it difficult a t

tI ics for ~s to üpreciate tLes~. t'iffcrences ; for instance,
that a Con~ress is not a Parliament, a President not a
Governor Gener4l . and Washington got Ottawa .


